Upcoming Rensselaer Faculty and Staff Training Opportunities for August and Fall 2022

The Teaching and Learning Collaboratory has just announced the upcoming trainings for August and the Fall term. Some of the sessions include:

- Active Learning Examples to Keep your Students Engaged
- Flipping Your Classroom
- iClicker Cloud Instructor Training
- Quick Learn: Tips for Improving Online Breakout Rooms *(Note: In this session, we will not be learning "how to" use the breakout room feature in Webex but we will be strategizing on how to improve the engagement in the sessions by offering roles, mixing things up, and creating connections.)*
- Quick Learn: Ways to Engage Students with Reading Assignments and Micro Video Lectures
- Quick Learn: Creating Basic Pivot Tables With Excel for Windows

And more...

Visit the Teaching and Learning Collaboratory Workshop page to register. iClicker training registrations will be found under a separate heading on the workshop page.